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1. Introduction
IN THE recent technical discussion of the measurement of unemploy-
ment most of the emphasis has been on statistical problems—the ade-
quacy of the collection of the official statistics and the reasonableness
of the concepts and definitions used. It is my intention in this paper to
examine these questions as they relate to the Census Bureau data. First,
however, a brief review of the general problem of concepts might serve
as a useful introduction.
What are the criteria for selecting an unemployment concept? Pre-
sumably, an economist would ask for a measurement of unemployment
in his terms, that is, the surplus or unused supply of labor under cur-
rent market conditions. A statistician, given the assignment of provid-
ing data to measure this unused supply, has many decisions to make.
For example, should he count the number of persons who want but
cannot find jobs or only the number who have lost jobs because of
declining business activity? What shall be the tests of inability to find
jobs? Should unemployment be measured by man-hours lost instead
of by number of persons out of work? Should partial employment, in
terms of hours, or underemployment, in terms of income in relation to
skill, be included in the measure? Does unemployment exist when a
worker is assigned below his maximum skifi level or when his service
is wasted because of inefficient methods of production?
It does not seem possible to select a concept of unemployment in a
vacuum. The choice must be made with some knowledge of the uses
of the resulting measurement and the methods of deriving it, In the
past, the issue has usually been settled, not by the economist in the
light of his own analytical needs, but by those who have the job of
advising policy makers. For example, the concept of unemployment
used by the Census Bureau gives a measure of the number of job ap-
plicants—persons without work and seeking new jobs. This concept had
its origin in a period of mass unemployment when public policy was
Note: The opinions expressed in thispaperare those of the author and do not
necessarily reflect the position of the Census Bureau.
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directed toward providing work relief for employable persons who were
in need and out of work! A count of all jobless persons seeking employ-
ment would obviously provide an upper limit for such a program.
At the present time, public policy needs are less clear cut. It is true
that the statistics on total unemployment are examined when the un-
employment compensation system is being evaluated but there is no
legal or automatic, administrative tie-up. To a large extent, the total
unemployment figures today are used as an economic indicator or as a
signal of distress to warn that consumer income and standards of living
may be falling in certain segments of the population.
For such uses, the figures on unemployment should be derived ob-
jectively and should reflect quickly and accurately the results of changes
in economic activity that affect demands for manpower. They should
also mirror changes in the demand for jobs associated with labor-force
expansion or contraction. It should be possible, in addition, to distin-
guish various types of unemployment within the total, according to
severity of impact on the family or individual, occupational and in-
dustrial characteristics, and, other qualitative factors. (Most of these
requirements point to a count of persons, rather than to man-hours
lost, or some other derived measure.) The present concept used by the
Census Bureau meets some but not all of these needs. The criticisms
that have been advanced and some of the 'alternatives suggested will
be discussed later in this paper.
Finally, it should be emphasized that the formulation of a satis-
factory concept must take into account the method of measurement
as well as the uses of the measurement itself. Because of the pe-
culiar characteristics of the state of being unemployed, however de-
fined, the problem of measurement takes on .great importance in any
realistic discussion of concepts. Therefore, it has, seemed desirable to
summarize here the experience with measuring the Census concept in
order that the concept itself, as well as the alternatives, may be properly
evaluated.
2. The Census Concept of Unemployment
According to the Census Bureau, the number of unemployed work-
ers means the number of persons .who did no work at all for pay or•
profit or in a family enterprise during a specified calendar week but
who were reported as 'looking for work. In addition to the active work
seekers (including those waiting to hear the results of some sob-seeking
activity made during the last sixty days) certain "inactive" groups are
also included, in recognition of some of the special conditions of the
labor market. These are persons who would have been looking for work
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except that they were temporarily ill, they were waiting to be called
back to a job from which they had been laid off on an indefinite basis,
or they believed no work was available in their line of work or in the
community.
DEVELOPMENT OF CONCEPT
The history of the development of this concept is by now familiar.
Briefly, the depression of the thirties gave rise to an urgent need for an
administratively useful measure of unemployment. It also stimulated a
recurring, bitter controversy over the appropriate methods of definition
and classification. Then, as now, political attitudes and economic in-
terests colored the popular discussions and may even have affected
somewhat the technical work. Efforts to measure the number of em-
ployables out of work, the number able and willing to work, or the
number for whom jobs should be provided, all came close to foundering
on the rocks of controversy over techniques and definitions. Toward the
end of the decade, various experiments pointed to a middle-of-the-road
solution—that is, a current activity test. Thus, if a person has no job
but is currently making an active search for work, it could be agreed
that he is unemployed.
In a period of long-term unemployment, however, "current activity"
seemed an unnecessarily restrictive test for a person who had unsuc-
cessfully searched for work in his occupation for many months, or who
had lived in a depressed one-industry town where common knowledge
of the job market made it abundantly clear that there were no jobs
available. Similarly, persons who thought they would be called back
to their old jobs after a layoff might be expected not to seek other
jobs actively in the interim. Again, persons whose search for work was
interrupted by temporary illness should, nevertheless, be included in
the count of the unemployed.
Accordingly, three types of "inactive" work seekers were added to
the pure group of "active" unemployed (along with those on emergency
work programs) and the combined total came to be generally accepted
as agoodmeasure of the jobless.
It appears now that the acceptability of this concept was largely
based on pragmatic, not logical or analytical, considerations. The
Works Progress Administration had given impetus to much of the
experimental work in its surveys of unemployment. In that research,
and developing from the Eiiumerative Check of the 1937 Census of
Unemployment, the use of a set of direct interviews with samples of
the population had come to be considered the most economical, com-
prehensive means of measurement. Generally, these surveys had to be
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conducted by only moderately well trained interviewers, recruited on
an ad hoc basis and unlikely to be able to classify individuals correctly
on the basis of complex responses. It was believed, however, that they
could adequately record the answers to a few simple, direct questions,
which could be designed to elicit objective information. In other words,
the concept was useful because it was measurable. So far as anyone
knew at that date, the measurement of this concept was almost en-
tirely objective, and would, therefore, produce "unbiased" results, re-
gardless of operating conditions.
This operational definition, as is well known, was used in the 1940
Census of Population and in the Monthly Report on Unemployment,
the monthly sample survey of the population inaugurated in 1940 by
the Works Progress Administration. That survey, which was transferred
to the Census Bureau in August 1942, and rechristened the Monthly
Report on the Labor Force and later the Current Population Survey,
has been the source of the estimates of total unemployment for more
than fourteen years. Throughout these years, the definition of unem-
ployment has remained unchanged, although methods of measurement
have altered somewhat. From time to time, as we shall see, doubts have
been cast on both the concept and the measurement, and both are un-
der official review again at this time.
MEANINGOFCONCEPT
Starting with an operational definition of unemployment, can we find
any theoretical justification for its use? What are we measuring? It has
been said that unemployment as currently defined represents the num-
ber of people without jobs who are exerting some pressure on the free
labor market for jobs.' Is this equivalent to the unused supply of labor
under current demand conditions?
At some points, changes in the number of persons looking for work
have no relation to the demand for workers and the level of employ-
ment, except perhaps in a remote sense. For example, the end of the
school year in June brings into the unemployed group thousands of
temporary vacation workers and persons beginning their working life
who would not be in the labor force under a different school calendar.
The traditional availability of such workers may affect staffing patterns
of industries with summer peaks (agriculture, construction, forestry,
recreation and service industries, etc.), but the initial impetus for the
expansion of unemployment at the beginning of the summer and its
contraction at the end of the summer, is from the supply side.
'Charles Stewart, unpublished memorandum, Interagency Committee on Labor
Supply, Employment and Unemployment Statistics, Bureau of the Budget, Febru-
ary 4, 1945.
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Again, the number of people looking for work during a given calen-
dar week must be very wide of the mark in measuring unused labor
supply, if, as we have seen, thousands of potential workers can be re-
cruited from outside the labor force into jobs without seeking work for
any substantial period. Each month during 1951 and 1952, an average
of almost 3 million people were found to be employed who had not
been seeking work as recently as the month before; some had looked
for work between the two survey dates but many had gone straight
into jobs. Conversely, millions moved from employment to some
activity outside the labor force, without looking for other jobs in
the meantime. Supply, therefore, must have to be defined and measured
by some other indicator.
Perhaps then the best that can be claimed for the present concept of
unemployment is that it furnishes a rough guide to the short-term im-
mediate demand for new jobs, or conversely, measures the immediate
(one-week's) supply of workers with no present job attachment. Its
utility may be less as a tool of economic analysis and more as an index
of short-run dislocation of manpower or of the volume of available
manpower that has no present job connection.
As a prelude to a better understanding of the Census figures, let us
examine what is included in this totality of persons labeled "unem-
ployed." In that classification might be found any of the types of per-
Sons listed below if they were reported as looking for work, actively or
inactively (the list, although not exhaustive, covers most of the differ-
ent major groups):
1.Persons who have lost jobs in industry or business because of
economic factors beyond their control
2. Persons who are temporarily unable to work at their jobs because
of labor disputes in other industries or because of interruptions to
production due to natural disasters, breakdowns, etc.
3. Persons who have been fired from their jobs for personal reasons
4. Persons who have quit their jobs to try to improve their economic
status
5.Personswho have quit their jobs from dissatisfaction for a variety
of reasons; floaters
6. Persons who have retired voluntarily or involuntarily from their
jobs because of old age but who still prefer to work
7. Persons looking for their first job after leaving school or college
8.Persons looking for part-time or temporary jobs to earn pin
money
9.Personsentering (or re-entering) the labor market to supplement
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•the earnings of the chief wage earner in the family or to substi-
tute for him in times of illness, depression, etc.
10. Recently discharged military personnel seeking civilian jobs
11. Persons who are actually unable to work, but who nevertheless
try to find employment
12. Seasonal workers re-entering the labor market at the opening of
the period of seasonal activity
13.Seasonal workers who could not be placed in their community
during the off season and whose unemployment reflects either cli-
matic or business conditions
On the other hand, the label "unemployed" as developed from this
concept does not, and cannot under present interpretations, include any
of the following, who might well be considered "unemployed" for some
purposes:
1.Partially employed, working at their regular jobs but at reduôed,
hours because of economic difficulties
2.Underemployed, working below grade or below usual wage level
because of layoffs from regular jobs
8.Self-employed, working full time but at marginal types of work
that provide less than a minimum standard of living for them-
selves and their families
4. Unpaid workers who help in the family enterprise on a full-time
basis because they cannot find paid jobs
5.Personswho have become discouraged in their search for work
and indicate no current interest in employment
6.Persons with needed skills who are not free to take a job or not
interested in the going wage rates but who, for some purposes,
such as mobilization, might be considered part of the labor supply
and unemployed
7. Persons whose search for work is limited to "signing for unem-
ployment compensation checks"
8.Seasonal workers in the off season who do not seek other jobs
9; Other persons not working at their jobs or businesses for a variety
of reasons but not seeking new jobs
In summary, then, the present concept of unemployment yields a
measurement of the number of job applicants, regardless of reason for
seeking work. It does not yield a clear-cut measurement of the effects
of production cutbacks, or frictions or dislocations in the economic
system, because it excludes the underemployed and includes voluntary
job shifting and other labor force movement. Even less is the concept a
measure of wasted manpower or of need for income, since it takes no
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account of earnings, skill utilization, or living standards among the
employed.
3. Experience with Measurement of Unemployment
Up to this point, the discussion of the present concept of unemploy-
ment has been presented without reference to the method of measure-
ment. The current procedures could undoubtedly be adapted to
measure many other concepts, but the survey method itself has certain
kinds of limitations that we do not yet know how to remove.
In summarizing here some of the accumulated information on the
problems that have arisen in the measurement of the concept of un-
employment, my purpose, as indicated earlier, is to provide back-
ground for the final assessment of the unemployment measurement
furnished by the Census statistics. It is necessary, in this process, to
point out weaknesses and areas of inaccuracy. But in compensation for
these and the other controversial features of the data, there is a flexi-
bility in the population survey technique, as well as a rich variety of
results for analysis, that does not exist in measurements arising from
administrative statistics. Some of these compensating features will be
discussed in Section 4.
MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE
To summarize briefly the current Census Bureau procedures for
measuring unemployment: Each month, a group of part-time inter-
viewers calls upon a sample of approximately 25,000 addresses, to ask
questions of all resident persons fourteen years of age and over regard-
ing their activity during the preceding week, the week containing the
eighth of the month. These addresses are selected from maps, lists, etc.
of living quarters located in 230 sample areas.2 The sample is a proba-
bility sample—that is, each dwelling unit has a known probability of
coming into the sample—and the sampling errors can be computed
from the sample itself. Each household is interviewed for a period of
four months, dropped from the sample for eight months, and inter-
viewed again for a second four-month period. One-eighth of the sample
each month is completely new, one-eighth returning for its second
four..month period.
Relatively few questions are asked each month to determine em-
ployment status. (The personal characteristics of each member of the
household at the sample address are recorded the first month the
2Forup-to-date description of the sample and estimation procedure, see "Con-
cepts and Methods Used in the Current Labor Force Statistics Prepared by the
Bureau of the Census," Current Population Reports, Series P-23, No. 2, July 30,
1954.
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household is interviewed and are transcribed to the schedule which
is sent to Washington each month. As persons leave or are added to
the households in the sample dwelling units, reports for them are
eliminated or added. Age and marital, status are kept up-to-date for
persons remaining in the sample households.)' The employment status
questions currently in use consist of a series of sorter questions, as
follows:
1. What was this person doing most of last week, working, keeping
house (or going to school) or something else? For all persons
reporting some status other than working or being unable to
work because of long-term illness or disability, the next three
questions apply:
2. Did this person do any work at all last week, not counting work
around the house?
3.If NO in 2: Was he looking for work?
4.If NO in 3: Even though he didn't work last week, does he have
a job or business from which he was temporarily absent? If YES,
reason for absence is entered in a pre-cOded box: illness, vaca-
tion, labor dispute, bad weather, layoff with definite instructions
to return in thirty days of layoff, waiting to start new job or
business in thirty days, and all other.
Persons reported as working in questions 1 or 2 are asked the number
of hours they worked during the week, and occupation, industiy, and
class of worker of job (private wage or salary worker, government
worker, own account, or unpaid family worker). Occupation, industry,
and class of worker are also reported for persons with a job but not at
work and not looking for work. These two constitute the employed.
Persons reported as not working but looking for work are asked the
number of weeks they have been looking for work, and the occupation,
industry, and class of worker of their last full-time job of two weeks
or more.
These actual questions are by design as simple and brief as possible,
in order to permit a speedy, inexpensive interview and to avoid im-
posing too much on the respondent, who, it is hoped will be a coopera-
tive and voluntary member of the survey panel for eight interviews.
The instructions to the interviewers on concepts and definitions are
contained in a detailed manual together with instructions for all the
other phases of the survey. The questions as worded are generally
understood and appear to obtain correct answers in the vast majority
of cases; for respondents who do not understand or who raise ques-
tions, the interviewer is supposed to be familiar with the detailed
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definitions and able to probe and interpret the facts related to him so
that he can correctly classify the respondent, or bring the problem to
the attention of his supervisor.
EXPERIENCE WiTH MEASUI3EMENT OF CERTAINPROBLEMGROUPS
Marginal cases have always presented problems in the measurement
of unemployment by direct surveys as well as in the determination of
unemployment br benefit purposes. For the first five years of the
operation of the Census sample survey, separate identification was
made of persons actively seeking work, and of the three types of mac-
tive unemployed: those on indefinite layoff, those not seeking work
because of temporary illness or the belief that no work was available
in their line of work or in the community. Until the termination of the
work relief programs in 1943, persons on work relief were also counted
among the unemployed. Identification was accomplished by specifying
that all persons not at work on a regular or government job and not
actively seeking work were to be asked the reason they were not seek-
ing work. Codes were supplied the interviewers for labeling the in-
active unemployed and the persons on work relief.
The distribution of the total unemployed into the specified categories
is shown in Table A-i for the years during which these identifications
were made. It will be seen that most categories of unemployed workers
decreased rapidly with the defense and war production programs.
The number of active work seekers dropped continually except for a
seasonal pickup in the summer months when students came into the
labor market. The "inactive" groups, except those not looking for work
because of illness, showed a higher rate of decline than did the work
seekers through 1943. In the last two years of the war, the figures
reflecting layoffs began to show a moderate rise, which may, in fact,
have occurred, although the sampling error on such numbers does not
permit a firm conclusion. The relative stability in the number of persons
not actively seeking work because of temporary illness arouses some
suspicion about the meaning of this category. Certainly it would not
be expected to approach the number of able-bodied, active work
seekers, as it does some months. Rather, in a period of labor shortage
and rising family incomes, it is likely that persons too ill to look for a
job would have actually been able to withdraw from the labor force.
As experience with the survey accumulated, it began to appear that
there was some failure to obtain a full count of persons in the
labor force, particularly the employed sector. Supplementary questions
directed toward persons classified as not in the labor force had the
effect of increasing the count of the labor force temporarily. It was
believed that interviewers had been ignoring the specified questions
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for persons they assumed to be nonworkers. These experiences led to
further experimentation with question wording and to the adoption in
July 1945 of a set of questions substantially like those in current use.
Although conclusive proof could never be adduced, it was generally
believed that the question on reason for not looking for work month
after month had had two unfortunate results: (1) interviewers began
to assume the answers to this and other questions in order to avoid
irritation of the respondent and (2) there was a tendency on the part
of some respondents to rationalize their inactivity when asked why
they were not looking for work by saying they were ill, particularly in
a period of wartime manpower shortages. Accordingly, the revised
schedule eliminated the question on the reason for not looking for
work, but the concept of unemployment remained the same. The
interviewers were instructed to classify as among those "looking for
work" anyone who on the basis of information furnished, appeared to
meet the definition of inactive unemployed.
There has always remained some uneasiness about this method of
handling the problem, and if unemployment had become a serious
problem in the postwar period, it is hoped that some better method
would have been devised.
RELIABILITYOFMEASUREMENT
Sourcesof Error. It should be obvious even from this drastically con-
densed description of the survey that the procedures currently used
cannot produce highly refined, precise results. Although the series of
Census Bureau publications presenting the data have been heavy with
cautions about the possibilities of various types of errors, there is a
surprising number of users, both technical and nontechnical, who have
ignored these cautions. Let me restate them:
1.All estimates from the sample are subject to sampling variability,
which may be large on the smaller numbers. With unemployment at
about the 3 million level, the chances are one in three that sampling
error may be as high as 4 per cent; in one case out of twenty, the
sampling error may be as high as 8 per cent. At the 3 million level,
if the sample estimates show unemployment at 5 per cent of the labor
force, the chances are one in three that the sampling error could be as
high as 0.19 percentage points. In other words, the chances are about
two out of three that the rate based on a complete count would fall
withIn the range of 4.81 and 5.19 per cent, and nineteen out of twenty
that it would fall within the range of 4.62 and 5.38 per cent. Estimates
of the amount of change in unemployment from one month to the
next have a somewhat smaller error because 75 per cent of the house-
holds in the sample are identical between two successive months. The
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current estimation procedure, introduced in February 1954, was devel-
oped to take advantage of this fact.3
2. Another type of error arises not because of sampling but because
of the enumerative process. These errors have their source in the lack
of precise knowledge on the part of the respondent about the activities
of other members of the household; lack of understanding of the ques-
tions; failure of interviewers to ask the questions properly or to inter-
pret the answers correctly. In short, a second interview by another
person or even by the same person would not always produce the
same answers. This type of error tends to be larger in the case of
unemployment than in the case of some other employment status
categories, as will be discussed later. Despite• years of census and
survey experience, little is known about how to control these errors,
within reasonable bounds of cost.
3. The processes of listing the land areas from which the sample
dwelling units are drawn, selecting the sample, identifying all the indi-
viduals associated with those sample dwelling units, and completing
all interviews may give rise to errors. A systematic check of complete-
ness of coverage has shown that interviewers miss about 1.3 per cent
of the population because of failure to list completely all living quarters
in the designated areas and miss another 0.5percent in the quarters
they visit. Failure to make contacts in occupied dwelling units by the
end of the survey period averages about 3 to 5 per cent of the total
occupied sample units a month. Adjustments for these errors are made
in the final step of the estimation procedure, when the sample results
are weighted up to independent estimates of the population by age,
sex, and color, based on projections of the latest Decennial Census
counts.
4.Errors can arise in the coding, editing, and tabulating of the
survey results. These are fairly easy to control and have never proved'
to be serious.
5.Errorsarise also, not from the sampling process or from imperfect
performance of other activities, but from the difficulties of applying
definitions. As in all fields of human behavior, there are situations in
which a clear-cut classification cannot be made. These borderline cases
are particularly troublesome in the interpretation of the present un-
employment concept and give rise at least to instability in the results,
if not error. An example is the case of a fisherman who works on shares
nine months of the year and does no other work during the remaining
three months because no other work exists in his area. Is he to be
classified as unemployed or not in the labor force during the off season?
His traditional labor force pattern is nine months of work and three
3Ibid.,p.6.
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months of inactivity. If other work were to be had in the off season,
he might attempt to find it, but under conditions that he knows, he
would say that he was not looking for work. Has he been "laid off"
from his job? Or is he in the category of inactive unemployed who
would be looking for work except that he believes no work is available
in his line or in the community?
The case of the fisherman, if put to a vote of the major users of the
data, would probably result in a classification of seasonally unem-
ployed. Assume, however, that the marginal case is that of a housewife
who works in the local vegetable cannery as long as there are any
products to be processed. The canning season is considerably shorter
than the fishing season, in this case. When the season is over, she can
find no other work in the community, and becomes a full-time house-
wife again. Has she left the labor force or is she unemployed for the
rest of the year? Or, consider the familiar case of the housewife who
takes a temporary job in a department store before Christmas to earn
money for the family gifts. If, after Christmas, she leaves her name
with the employment office of the store to be called for a part-time job,
does this constitute looking for work, even though she takes no other
steps to find a job? Does this action justify her inclusion among the
unemployed in later months—February, March, etc.? Questions of this
kind have plagued the operators of labor force surveys everywhere
because of the areas of vagueness in the concepts.
Meastzrement ofError. Thelabor force concepts introduced in 1940
with the Census of Population and the Monthly Unemployment Survey
were hailed as a great advance in objectivity and measurability. More-
over, it was thought that the Decennial Census count of employment
and unemployment could serve to evaluate the sample survey data and
that if the sample estimates were sufficiently close to the truth, the
survey would become a satisfactory vehicle for intercensal estimates.
Complete count data would provide the true levels.
When the preliminary sample data from the Decennial Census be-
came available, the comparisons with the as yet unpublished estimates
from the WPA forty-one-county sample were made. Unexpectedly, the
survey estimate of unemployment was higher than the Census count,
and apparently closer to the truth (Table A-2). Partial evidence of this
was adduced from comparisons of the figures on emergency workers
with official At a later date, when the early sample estimates
4Aninteragency group spent considerable time analyzing the differences be-
tween the two sets of estimates and examining the procedures of the WPA survey.
Census data for the forty-one counties in the WPA sample were weighted up to
national estimates, using the WPA weighting scheme, in order to determine whether
the differences were due to the estimation procedure. This test gave substantially
the same count of unemployment as did the Census 5 per cent sample. A matching
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were revised to bring them into line with the estimates from the
sixty-eight-area sample introduced by the Census Bureau in 1943, they
were tied to a Census bench mark, but the Census figures used were
those adjusted for misclassification of emergency workers and other
defects.
The notion that a figure derived from a sample survey could be
more nearly correct than a complete count received confirmation again
in the 1950 Census comparisons. The Census count of employment was
5 per cent below the survey estimate and the count of unemployment
20 per cent below (Table A-3). With a greater degree of sophistication
ten years later, advance plans had been made for a detailed investiga-
tion of probable Census-survey differences. The Census reports for the
current survey sample households were matched with the survey
reports. In addition, a second sample of households was drawn in the
sixty-eight Current Population Survey areas which had not previously
been included in the monthly survey, and these were interviewed inde-
pendently by survey enumerators after the Census schedule had been
filled, in order to examine differences for respondents who had not
been previously "conditioned" by the survey interviews. An elaborate
check was also made of the coverage of households and population in
the sample survey. Final analysis, taking into account both response
and coverage differences, is incomplete, but some conclusions can be
drawn by examining the data for persons interviewed in both the 1950
Census and the CPS.
Briefly, these data show that the survey interviewers, who had more
training and experience than the temporary Census enumerators,
seemed to do a somewhat more careful job of asking the employment
status questions, although this was not always true. Survey experience
has generally shown that a higher count of the labor force reflects
better interviewing, since more detailed questioning is required to
uncover marginal and occasional workers. Comparisons of the two
reports for the unemployed sector are difficult to interpret because the
Census enumeration extended over a longer period and did not always
refer to the same week. For a characteristic as volatile as unemploy-
ment, the time reference difference may be serious. However, when
the data are examined for persons interviewed for the same calendar
study of WPA and Census returns for the same persons was proposed but ap-
parently never completed. It is amusing to read the record of these discussions in
the light of subsequent history. At that date, the Census Bureau representatives
disagreed with the position that differences in enumerator performance were re-
sponsible for the different results, and they strongly opposed any public statement
to that effect. For contrast, see the text of any report of the 1950 Census of Popu-
lation and Housing.
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week, the differences are larger, not smaller, in the case of unemploy-
ment and agricultural employment; the estimates based on the reports
of the Census enumeration of the matched cases are 24 per cent lower
for unemployment and 16 per cent lower for agricultural employment
(Table A-4). (Agricultural employment was rising seasonally during
April and the later enumerations had the effect of raising the Census
level, making it appear closer to the original CPS level than was
actually the case.) The relative differences in the estimates of unem-
ployment were equally great for men and women; for employed
persons, the two results were much closer for men than for
(2.1 per cent versus 7.5 per cent).
Gross differences as well as net differences are shown in Table A-5,
for the unemployed. Even for persons enumerated at the same date, the
matched returns indicate that the two sets of enumerators classified
differently in more than half of the cases. The CPS interviewers ap-
peared to have been somewhat more conscientious in asking the prob-
ing questions, although there was some failure on their part too. To
what extent the difference in results was due to inadequate perform-
ance by the interviewers, to incomplete information supplied by the
householder, or to vagueness of concept, cannot, of course, be deter-
mined from these data.
It seems to me, as a result of these experiences in 1940 and 1950,
that it is clear now that the "true" level of unemployment as currently
defined cannot be measured by a complete census. There is even some
question—and this must be resolved before too long—as to whether
the labor force concepts are suitable at all for a population census taken
under the conditions that are customary in the United States.
It may be noted that the differences between the survey estimates
and the Decennial Census data were considerably larger in 1950 than
in 1940. It may be that Census enumerators were more skilled in 1940
than in 1950, or that the survey enumerators were less skilled in 1940
than in 1950. Sampling errors cannot be computed for the V/PA sample.
The comparison for the two dates, however, indicates, that even when
unemployment is widespread, there is much greater variability in its
measurement under the present concept than is the case for the meas-
urement of employment.
Is there any other method of arriving at the "true" level of unemploy-
ment against which to measure the reliability of any particular figure?
Do the data from the unemployment insurance systçm more nearly
approximate the truth than do the complete census data? The insured
unemployment data differ so much in concept and method of compila-
tion from the current Census estimates, as Fames has carefully shown
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in his paper, that it is almost astonishing to find the two series moving
together at any given point in time. No method so far devised has been
found to make the two series comparable, except on an extremely
rough basis. The legal eligibility for benefits of persons reported as
looking for work to the Census interviewers cannot be determined with
any reliability in the regular interview process. Conversely, the insur-
ance system by its very nature will obtain a report on availability for
work from a person seeking to establish eligibility for payment that is
bound to differ on occasion from what would have been repOrted to a
survey interviewer.
Thus, although there must be areas of agreement in the two measure-
ments, and, in fact, they do tend to move together at critical turning
points, the statistics arising from the operation of the insurance system
do not appear to offer real possibility for establishing "truth" for any
part of the Census count.
Evidence of this was furnished directly after the end of World War
II when the Census figures on the unemployment of women and World
War H veterans fell below the figures on claims and veterans readjust-
ment allowances for some period of time. Research conducted jointly
by the Census Bureau and the United States Employment Service and
the State Employment Security offices in a number of areas in 1946
showed that a considerable proportion of persons claiming benefits did
not report themselves to Census interviewers as looking for work.
During that postwar period, many women were in the process of leav-
ing the labor force and many veterans were in a transition stage
between military service and civilian employment. Thus, although they
were registered as available for placement with a public employment
agency, and met the requirements for eligibility for benefits, they did
not report themselves to the Census interviewers as actively seeking
jobs, even though many of the women probably would have gone back
to their war jobs. These findings caused concern but they did serve to
emphasize the difference between the two concepts. Whether or not
there should be a difference between the two is one of the problems
being currently considered. From some points of view, it is reassuring
that the American public, apparently, did not regard "the Government"
as a monolithic power with whose various representatives it was neces-
sary to act and talk with a high degree of circumspection and con-
sistency at all times.
In the absence of acceptable, independent measurements of the
"true" level of unemployment, some work has been done to try to
determine from the survey itself what the errors of response might be.
This work has consisted of special, supplementary inquiries to attempt
a measurement of the possible number of unemployed according to
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the present concept who were not being revealed by the more limited
regular questions.5
These studies were conducted in August 1946, May and June 1947,
February and June 1948, May 1949, January and June 1950. They fell
into two groups. The first approached the problem of checking the
unemployed classification by seeking to identify recent labor force
members who perhaps would have been classified as unemployed if
appropriate additional questions had been asked to determine why
they were not looking for work—a modification of the procedures used
from 1940 to 1945. There was some evidence that further questioning
on reasons for not looking for work had the effect of encouraging types
of responses that suggested attachment to the labor force. The more
questions asked, apparently, the more likely the respondent was to
furnish affirmative answers, perhaps because it was thought such
answers were desired by the government, perhaps because the added
questions actually clarified the respondent's thinking. A second group
of surveys experimented with the approach of asking persons not in
the labor force who had recently looked for work whether they still
wanted work and could have accepted jobs at the time of the survey.
Most of the results of these surveys have been published, but for con-
venience, the major findings are summarized in Tables A-6 and A-7.
In all these experiments except the first, in August 1946, the addi-
tional questions were asked at the time of the original interview and
were therefore limited in number and scope. Throughout the program
of experimentation, a major objective was to find a simple device for
modifying the "current activity" test, so that it would be possible to
count persons who are on the "fringe" of the current labor force and
really applicants for job openings but who are not caught by the
regular questioning process. In order not to jettison altogether the
current activity test for identifying job applicants, it seemed important
to include just those whose search for work might be assumed to be
only briefly interrupted. Unfortunately for the cause of statistical meas-
urement, the sharp reduction in unemployment after mid-1950 removed
the pressure for further work on this problem, at the time when funds
for this type of research became seriously limited.
Clearly the method of questioning had some bearing on the number
of "fringe" unemployed who were sorted out of the group originally
reported as not in the labor force. In the August 1946 survey, the prob-
ing questions were directed to the very large group who had been in
In two surveys, an attempt was also made to discover whether there were
any persistent errors in the other direction, i.e. persons classified as unemployed
who in fact were not really, looking for work. Very few persons (under 100,000)
were found among the unemployed who not report some form of job seek-
ing that met the definition.
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the labor force at some time during the past year (or who were World
War II veterans) but who were not in the labor force at the time the
questions were asked—some 7.7 million (Table A-6). This time period
included the months of cutbacks in war production and the demobiliza-
tion period when the extra workers recruited for war demands were
leaving the labor force, some voluntarily and some not. Many would
have continued happily to work at their old jobs and rates of pay had
this been possible. Hence it is not surprising that a large number
(about 400,000) reported that the reason for not seeking work was the
belief that none was available.
In more normal times, perhaps close to the maximum possible num-
ber of potential work seekers is elicited by the question "Does this
person want a job?" In June 1947, about 2.9 million persons outside
the labor force were reported as wanting a job; this compares with
2.6 million unemployed reported for that date. When the further ques-
tion was asked on why those desiring jobs had not looked for work,
about four-fifths gave reasons that indicated they were not available
to take work or had very little enthusiasm for job-seeking. This propor-
tion would probably have increased further if some t.est had been
applied such as intentions of seeking work in the near future.
The next five surveys, conducted in the period 1948-1950 used almost
identical questions, starting with a sorter question to separate recent
work seekers from the rest of the nonworkers, using a period of a
month prior to the survey week as the time period. "Current activity"
was thus modified from a week to several weeks. Persons who as
recently as this looked for work were asked if they still wanted and
could take a job. This simple, two-stage test combining both activity
and attitude appears to have given fairly consistent results, judging
by the limited observations available (Table A-7).
All the studies from 1946 on demonstrated that the marginal, or
fringe, unemployed are preponderantly women and young workers,
groups with alternative activities in the form of keeping house or
going to school which impel them to move into and out of the labor
force from time to time or to which they return on a full-time basis
when the job situation deteriorates. On the average, one-half of these
fringe workers were women eighteen years old or over and one-quarter
were youngsters under eighteen years of age, some of whom had never
worked before.
Changes in the number of fringe workers during the period surveyed
seem to have been determined more by the factors that affect seasonal
labor force activity than by general business conditions, but the evi-
dence is inconclusive. Table 1 shows total unemployment and the
estimates of fringe workers, by sex, for available months. The data for
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TABLE 1
Comparison of Total Unemployed as Reported and Number of Fringe
Unemployed According to Special Surveys, by Sex,
Selected Dates, 1946-1950
(thou.sands of persons, 14 years old and ooer)
MONTH AND
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•a Notcomparable with later data.
August 1946 are included, although they were based on procedures
entirely dissimilar to those for other months and cannot be considered
comparable.
The estimates are subject to a high sampling error; nevertheless it
appears that for male workers, the number of fringe workers has about
the same ratio to total unemployment throughout, except in the early
summer months, when a large number of youngsters are looking for
work, on and. off. For female workers, the pattern is erratic, but there
is no conclusive evidence that the number of fringe workers changes
proportionately with reported unemployment. In February 1948, the
ratio of fringe workers to reported unemployment was 46.3, while in
January 1950 after total unemployment had risen by about 60 per cent
but fringe workers by only 30 per cent, the ratio was down to 37.1
per cent. To the extent that fluctuations are not due to sampling
variability, they suggest that there may be a constant amount of unem-
ployment among women that is intermittent in character and varying
to some extent with the availability of temporary jobs, which is not
uncovered by the present question. This may vary between 250,000 and
350,000—an amount which is small in relation to the size of the labor
force, but not small in relation to reported unemployment. The problem
apparently arises either because women in this group do not respond
positively to the question "Were you looking for work?" since their
activity is intermittent, or because there is some failure on the part of
interviewers to observe prescribed procedures.
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To be measurable, a concept like unemployment should be so defined
that it is reproducible, that is, the same procedures used again and
again should give the same results. Although in practiöe the ideal is
seldom achieved in surveys of this kind, the techniques aimed for
should be such that, given adequately trained interviewers, it makes no
serious difference who asks the questions and who answers them,
approximately the same results are achieved. We have already seen in
the comparison of survey and Decennial Census data that this concli-
tion was not met in those two measurements.
A much more unexpected and troublesome demonstration was fur-
nished by the change in the current survey sample design in early 1954.
From 1943 on, the CPS estimates had been based on a sample of 25,000
households located in sixty-eight sample areas. These sample areas
comprised 125 counties and independent cities and the District of
Columbia. The desirability of spreading the sample over more areas in
order to reduce the sampling variability of the estimates had long been
recognized, and as soon as the 1950 Census of Population data became
available, the redesign of the sample got under way. Selection of the
new set of areas was completed in mid-1952, using the same basic
principles of sampling as before, but taking advantage of more up-to-
date information for purposes of stratification.
In the new sample, the number of sample households was to remain
the same (roughly 25,000) but the households were to be selected in
230 rather than sixty-eight sample areas covering approximately 450
counties. In order to operate the greater number of areas within the
limits of the budget, the field staff organization was to be revised, and
the number of supervisory offices consolidated from sixty-three to
thirty-four.
Although the selection of sample counties was completed in 1952
(and was used for the collection of retail trade statistics beginning in
early 1953) the new sample could not be introduced into the Current
Population Survey until funds were available for recruitment and
training of the new staff of interviewers. In mid-summer of 1953, it
became possible to go ahead with this work. It was planned to con-
tinue the operation of the sixty-eight-area sample intact as the basis for
the published figures until February 1954, and to activate the new
areas and new interviewers gradually. One-third of the new sample was
to be introduced on a trial basis in November 1953, one-third in
December, and the final third in January 1954. After another month,
the sixty-eight-area sample was to be dropped.
The experience of the 1940 and 1950 Censuses, and other surveys,
had revealed the difficulties of obtaining adequate measures of employ-
ment and unemployment with relatively untrained field personnel.
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Consequently, in the sample changeover, the greatest possible attention
was given to the task of training the new staff, while the old inter-
viewers received the minimum of attention.
When the first results of the complete new sample became available
for study after the January enumeration, it looked as if a statistical
calamity had occurred. The new sample estimates of employment were
almost identical with those from the sixty-eight-area sample, but the
estimate of unemployment (and consequently of the civilian labor
force) was about 700,000 higher. According to the sixty-eight-area
sample, 3.8 per cent of the labor force was unemployed, according to
the 230-area sample, 4.9 per cent. The change in sample areas cou'd
not have contributed much more than 300,000 to 400,000 of this dif-
ference in the level of unemployment and presumably somewhat less.6
In this case, some differences were noted in all age-sex groups, not just
those where marginal or intermittent workers are expected.
Both sets of estimates for January were published on a preliminary
basis while the problem was under study, in order that the public
might become aware of the possibility that the level of unemployment
might be considerably higher than earlier estimates had indicated.
A great deal of publicity was given to the two sets of figures, and this
publicity was at its height during the special interviewer training
sessions that were held for both old and new interviewers just prior to
the February survey. It is possible that as a result, unusually zealous
efforts were made to obtain a complete count of unemployed persons;
indeed, there may have been some overcounting in the sense of report-
ing all marginal cases as
In any event, the February unemployment estimates were within
300,000 of each other, a difference of the order of magnitude that might
have been expected to arise from the change. in sample counties.
Because the 230-area sample was a more efficient design, the sixty-
eight-area sample was dropped after the February enumeration. Ideally,
it might have been desirable to continue the old sample for a much
longer period in order to establish with greater certainty whether dif-
ferences of the same magnitude would have persisted, and to provide
more light on the reasons for difference. Unfortunately, resources for
supervision of the field staff had been stretched to the limit, and there
was no possibility of improvising either staff or funds to keep both
operations going. Evidence was accumulating that the sixty-eight-area
estimates had begun to deteriorate during the fall of 1953 when it was
6ASpecial Advisory Committee on Employment Statistics, under the chairman-
ship of Frederick F. Stephan of Princeton University, was appointed by the See-
retary of Commerce to investigate the problem of the old versus the new sample
(see the report of that committee for an intensive review of the evidence analyzed).
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necessary to devote an increasingly large proportion of time to the
new 230-area operation. The absence of usual attention from their
supervisors and the possibility of loss of jobs may have caused the
experienced interviewers to become somewhat perfunctory in their
work. The new interviewers, on the other hand, were entering on their
jobs just as the discussions of the developing severity of unemployment
began to hit the press and radio. Their attitudes may have differed
substantially from those of the old staff.
It is not intended here to review all the factors that gave rise to the
difficulties associated with the introduction of the new sample or to
present the vast body of evidence that was accumulated in the months
of analysis. Rather, the point to be made is that unforeseen or uiiforesee-
able circumstances can affect the satisfactory measurement of the pres-
ent concept of unemployment, despite the utmost care in planning.
There should have been no differences between the old and the new
sample estimates beyond those attributable to the change in sample
counties and in sample households. The expected range of this dif-
ference was calculable. It had been recognized that there was a risk
in assuming that the new interviewers would be adequately trained
by February 1954, but it was not realized that the sixty-eight-area
estimates were in jeopardy because of the withdrawal of supervisory
attention. Whether any concept of unemployment is sufficiently repro-
ducible to be measurable under similar circumstances is a question
that demands the consideration of both consumers and producers of
statistics in this field.
Work is now in process at the Census Bureau to develop a technique
for checking the quality of the work of individual interviewers and
measuring the over-all reliability of the national estimates themselves.
For many years, the supervisory field staff had used the device of
reinterviewing households to check the original returns, but no sys-
tematic program was followed. Beginning in February 1954, part of
their regular duties became the reinterview of a small subsample of
the work under their jurisdiction, using the same procedures as in the
original interview. The households to be checked are designated by
the Washington office each month. The results showed substantial gross
but small net differences in the categOries of persons at work part time,
persons. with a job but not at work, and persons reported as unem-
ployed. These differences appeared to narrow as the check continued
into later months. The difficulty of determining which classffication was
the correct one, and how much of the difference could be explained by
a time lag, or memory lapse, led to the extension of the reinterview
process to include a reconciliation of discrepancies between the two
interviews, wherever possible.
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Concurrently with this experimentation, the device of a highly
detailed reinterview is being tested—a procedure which does not aim
at determining what the classification of the population would have
been had the original interviewer followed the prescribed procedures
without error, but rather seeks to develop all the information necessary
to arrive at the "true" classification. This is the first attempt, as far as
employment status measurement is concerned, to construct a "true"
employment status distribution of the population. The Post-Enumera-
tion Survey of the 1950 Census of Population and Housing was a
pioneer effort to measure the errors in the original data on the size of
the population and some of its characteristics—age, education, resi-
dence, occupation, industry, income, etc. It did not include, however,
any check of employment status because of the lapse of time between
the Census enumeration and the date of the Post-Enumeration Survey.
In that check survey, the principle was used of asking more detailed
questions on the original subject and then trying to explain why the
two reports differed, in order to arrive at the true report. The aim of
the present research is to develop some instrument of quality control
and check that will be sufficiently sharp to detect the kind of drift in a
series of data that apparently occurred in late 1953, in order to institute
corrective action before a serious bias develops. Such a device would
represent a prodigious advance in measurement technique and would
give some promise of distinguishing between errors arising from the
performance of the interviewers and those due to the ambiguity of
the concepts used.
4. Some Alternative Measures of Lack of Work
POSSIBLE ALTERNATIVEMEASUBESBASED ON CENSUS DATA
The preceding sections have outlined some of the evidence on the
adequacy of the present Census measurement of unemployment.
Despite all these problems of meaning and measurement, a statistical
series is produced that seems to provide a reasonably good guide to
changes taking place in the labor market. Undoubtedly, errors of
various kinds have been too large for complete safety, at certain points
in time; both levels and amounts of month-to-month change in the
series have occasionally appeared to vary too far from the "un-
measurable," true amount. Nevertheless, the number of people in a
small sample of the population responding affirmatively to a question
on looking for work has been highly correlated with other indicators
of economic activity, showing turning points that are roughly coinci-
dent with business cycle peaks and troughs.? It is well to remember
this in looking over possible substitutes.
7Fora brief summaryoftheextensiveanalysis underlying this statement see
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One of the leading analysts of labor force data has remarked that
as long as the measurement in use confirms general opinion of what is
happening in the economy and agrees substantially with measure-
ments from other sources, little attention is paid to the nature of the
concepts. This is generally true, as far as the casual users of employ-
ment and unemployment statistics are concerned. But over the years,
a variety of proposals for improving the Census figures on unemploy-
ment have been made by the specialized users of the data who for one
reason or another are dissatisfied with the present concepts and their
measurement. In some cases, these proposals have been based on
considerations of logic, symmetry of classffication, or intuitive beliefs
on how the labor force behaves. In other cases, they appear to have
been dictated by special interests of one kind or another. Whatever
their motives, the critics have given impetus to expanding the types
of detail made available by the Census Bureau from the monthly
survey and can claim credit for the existence of so many different
statistical building blocks.
Most of the discussions have centered around levels of unemploy-
ment, based on one concept or another, at a single point in time. Too
little attention has been given to the effect on measurement of change
from one point in time to another of the inclusion or exclusion of par-
ticular groups in the unemployment figures. If the categories in dispute
are small in size, or remain constant over time, or change in the same
way as does the present unemployment total, it obviously makes no
difference how they are treated, as far as the usefulness of the un-
employment figures as an economic indicator is concerned, once con-
sumers are accustomed to the new levels. To the extent that the data
are available or can be estimated, some of the more popular alterna-
tives have been lined up here so that their changes over time may be
examined. This review will show, I believe, that the movement of the
present unemployment series would have been slightly dampened or
magnified by some of the proposed adjustments but that, for the most
part, the pattern originally recorded is largely unaffected.
The present labor force classffication scheme includes among the
employed some groups who, although attached to jobs, are by no
means fully employed. For example, anyone who did any work for pay
or in his own business, profession or farm, during the survey week is
labeled as at work, regardless of how little he worked or how little he
earned. Similarly, persons who performed some work without pay in
their family business or farm, over and above incidental chores (defined
as less than fifteen hours during a week) are labeled at work. Certain
Geoffrey Moore, "Analyzing Business Cycles," American Statistician, April-May
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persons who did not work at all are also considered employed if they
had jobs or businesses from which they were absent throughout the.
week and were not looking for other jobs: persons absent because of
illness or other personal reasons, vacation, labor dispute, bad weather,
or because they were on short-term (less than thirty-day) layoff, with
definite instructions to return to work. Persons who were waiting to
start work on new jobs within thirty days are also classified as employed
during the survey week.
Among these groups with jobs or job attachments but little or no
work during the survey week, there are a number of candidates for
inclusion among the unemployed. The most popular are persons work-
ing part time because work is slack, persons on temporary layoff, and
persons whose jobs have not yet started. These, it is believed, are
affected by the same economic dislocations as are the job seekers. Other
candidates for the unemployed include individuals whose failure to
work full time may be attributed to external causes such as the
weather or labor disputes rather than to personal or family reasons.
Thus, critics of the present concept who think statistics on un-
employment which measure only the volume of job applicants are too
restrictive tend to move toward a measurement of number of persons
affected by the malfunctioning of the economic system; that is to say
economic unemployment. A still more far-reaching concept is that of
unemployment as a state of complete or partial idleness because of
involuntary factors. Such factors range all the way from lack of jobs to
any situation causing an interruption of full-time work other than one
originating with the worker himself. This concept can be expanded even
to include lack of work arising from illness. The count of unemployed
would thus include all persons in the labor force able and willing to
work full time who do not have full-time jobs at a given point in time.
Going still further, another modification of the present concept seeks
to include in the labor force and the unemployed all persons who
would be seeking work if they thought they could find a suitable job.
It will be remembered that the present definition of unemployment
classifies as an "inactive work seeker" a person who would have been
seeking work except that he believes there is none available in his line
of work or in the community. As we have seen, this is the most elusive
category to isolate for accurate measurement. It was introduced orig-
inally to comprise only persons in stranded occupations or stranded
areas who knew from frustrating experience that there were no longer
any jobs to be had. Many kinds of seasonal workers and workers who
come into the labor force on an occasional basis in response to special
inducement or to meet special peak demands also may believe no work
is available at other times. Therefore, it is argued, these too should be
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classified as unemployed when they are not working. By an extension
of this reasoning, it is possible to include a substantial part of the popu-
lation that works at any time during the year, or during any period of
high employment. During 1953, for example, about 71 million persons
worked at some time. Of this number, over 8 million were not in the
labor force during the survey week in January 1954, 2 million of whom
were women who had worked at some time during the year in agricul-
ture. Apart from those who had become disabled, had definitely retired,
or had returned to full-time school, none of these 8 million recent
workers, it is sometimes argued, have voluntarily left the labor force in
any real sense. Would they not be looking for some particular kind
of job, if they thought it was available?
Unfortunately, this question can be answered at this point only by
dogma, not data. Although we have made great advances in our
knowledge of how the labor force changes, we are still only at the
primitive stages in the understanding and measurement of individual
motives for change. Accordingly, no attempt will be made here to
speculate on variations in the volume of unemployment were it defined
to include, in effect, all persons available for some kind of job.
It should be noted that none of the proponents of an expansion of
the present concept to include persons who are involuntarily working
less than full time would apply the test of "involuntariness" to the
group now classified as unemployed. Reasons for looking for work
obviously may be as diverse or as mixed as reasons for not working
full time in any given week. Among the current job seekers are those
who lost their last jobs for all sorts of reasons that have nothing to do
with business conditions as well as those who were dissatisfied and
left their last jobs voluntarily. Anyone who has tried to investigate why
people change jobs knows the frustrations and pitfalls of classification,
not to mention the problems of collecting meaningful data in the first
place.
Whether or not they are aware of such difficulties, the major pro-
ponents of a more restrictive concept tend toward a definition based
on activity and family characteristics rather than on motive. It is argued
that active work seekers who are major breadwinners constitute the
group of unemployed toward whom public concern and governmental
programs should be directed. These critics are impatient with the
omnibus character of the unemployment statistics. They regard the
present unemployment figure as a large, undifferentiated total of family
heads, primary workers, would-be baby sitters, floaters, unemployables,
etc., and, therefore, seriously misleading as an economic indicator or a
guide to the evaluation of the seriousness of the real problem. They
also see few gains and some actual losses of precision in trying to
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broaden the "actively seeking work" test to include any jobless whose
search for a new job may have been interrupted, postponed, or given
up in discouragement.
In addition to the critics that would broaden or narrow the concept
by adding or subtracting already identifiable classes in the present
structure, there are those who believe that the present system either
should be abandoned in favor of something else or supplemented by a
totally different approach. One of these proposals, which could not be
met with present statistical tools, is that the measurement of unemploy-
ment should be a measurement of unused human resources—that is,
all persons who would like to work at jobs consistent with their training
and experience, who are prevented from doing so because such
tunities are not available. Although none exists now, it is possible that
research and experimentation could produce. a satisfactory measure-
ment of this concept.
Measurement of time lost as a result of total or partial unemployment
is perhaps more frequently urged, to supplement the present approach.
Counting as employed both a man who has only two days work a week
and one who is working 8 hours of overtime, giving the same weight
to each in the total, is not only illogical, it is argued, but tends to
distort seriously any judgments on the "fullness" of employment. As a
partial answer to the demand, it is possible to make rather rough
estimates of time lost on the basis of currently available data, and more
refined estimates might be feasible with a small amount of additional
data. The results of such computations are discussed below.
The preceding list of alternatives is only suggestive of some that
might be examined; an exhaustive list would include many other com-
binations of present data, as well as an unknown number of other
proposals.
COMPARESON OF CHANGES IN TOTAL UNEMPLOYMENT AND IN
ALTERNATiVE MEASUBES OF LACK OF WORK
Differentiation of Total Unemployed. In Table A-8 and Chart 1, the
figures on total unemployment have been broken down to show, a
series of components:
1.Adult unemployed workers of both sexes excluding those past
retirement age (persons twenty-five to sixty-four years).
2. Adult male unemployed workers (twenty-five to sixty-four years).
This component approximates a "major breadwinner" group and has
the advantage of comprising those persons whose status of being un-
employed is most susceptible to accurate measurement. For this group,
the activity of "looking for work" generally accompanies the status of
being "out of work."
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CHART 1
Unemployed Persons of Specified Types, Monthly, 1948-1954
3. Unemployed wage and salary workers. It has been contended that
the unemployment (and unemployment rates) of this component are
much more sensitive than the total because of the elimination of the
self-employed.
4. Unemployed family heads or married couples with husband
unemployed. Information on marital status and family composition of
the population is obtained through the CPS in April of each year (for
March in 1950). Data on the number of unemployed family heads are
available only for four of the past seven years. For each year, 1948-
1953, the number of married couples in which the husband is unem-
ployed has been tabulated, however, and this is very close to the
number of unemployed heads (Table A-8). (A family head, as defined
by the Census Bureau, is the head of any group of two or more persons
related by blood, marriage, or adoption and residing together. Married
couples are not all separate families; those living as part of a larger
related group of persons are sub-families.)
None of the various monthly series described has been adjusted for
seasonal variation. Had it been possible to do so, many of the dif-
ferences revealed would have been almost eliminated. In the total
unemployment figures are, of course, new workers and young vacation-
time workers who account for the larger peaks in the mid-summer
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months. (Persons who never had a full-time job are excluded from the
wage and salary figures, but otherwise those figures relate to the same
age groups as does the total.) On the other hand, construction and
other outdoor workers contribute an important segment of the series in
adult unemployed male workers; their unemployment in the mid-winter
months accounts for the sharper rise in this curve in most years and a
more pronounced decline from January and February to the seasonal
low.
Apart from these differences, there are no other significant ones,
except for differences in level. Critical turning points in 1948, 1950, and
1953 have identical dates in the four series. The amplitude of the
swings up and down are relatively larger for adult males in some cases.
Unemployment rates for all unemployed workers and for wage and
salary workers are shown in Table A-9. Except that the rates for wage
and salary workers average about 0.5 percentage point higher, there
is no difference.
The relationship of the total number of unemployed persons to what
approximates a count of families with unemployed heads (married
couples) and to adult males is shown in Table 2 for a single month
TABLE 2
Comparison of Total Unemployed, Unemployed Adult Males,
and Married Couples with Husband Unemployed, Selected Dates 1948-1954
















































a Foravailable months, the number of unemployed family heads is very close to this number:
April 1949, 1,151,000; March 1950, 1,579,000; April 1951, 568,000; April 1952, 504,000.
of each year. These rather scanty data suggest that the rise in unem-
ployment both in 1949-1950 and in 1954 was more severe for the.
group approximating family heads or major breadwinners than for
other workers.
Additions to Total Unemployed. Table A-10 and Chart 2 show the
data for various groups and various combinations of groups that might
supplement the present measurement of unemployment. Because of
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CHART2
UnemployedPersons and Selected Groups of Employed Persons,
Quarterly Averages, 1948-1954
the instability of the small numbers, quarterly averages (averages of
three months' observations) have been charted, where available.
1. Temporary layoffs: Persons not looking for work who have been
laid off from their jobs with definite instructions to return within thirty
days.
2. "New jobs": Persons waiting to start new jobs within thirty days.
3.Partially employed; Currently, information is obtained once a
quarter about these groups, but between 1951 and 1953, data are avail-
able only infrequently.8 (a) Regular full-time workers working part-
time (less than thirty-five hours for economic reasons—slack work,
8Seevarious reports on "Part-time Workers," Current Population Reports, Series
P-SO, Nos. 7, 12, 17, 18, 21, 25, 26, 28, 33, 34, 46, 52, and 53.
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Thousands of persons
1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953
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material shortage, job turnover, etc.): "economic part-time workers";
and (b) regular part-time workers who prefer and could accept full-
time jobs: "involuntary part-time'workers." These two groups of part-
time workers differ in composition. The firstis to a large extent
composed of men in manufacturing and construction, or working for
themselves. About half of the second group are women; the group is
concentrated in agriculture, trade, and service industries. However, the
distinction between the two types of part-time workers becomes more
difficult to make when unemployment continues for any length of
time and many former full-time workers find themselves working short
hours on a regular basis.
The relationship to total unemployment of these groups who have
job attachments but less than full-time work or no work at all does not
follow a fixed pattern. This is, in part, because they are affected by
different factors to some extent and, in part, because the numbers are
small and show erratic changes.
Temporary layoffs increased in 1951 and again in 1952 when total
unemployment was virtually stabilized. The data are not too reliable,
but they suggest that during the labor shortage era of the Korean
hostilities, temporary slack periods as in textiles and apparel in 1951,
and in steel and steel fabrication in 1952 were reflected in brief layoffs
of a definite duration rather than in cuts in the work force. There is
also a suggestion that the 1953 recession was signaled earlier by
mounting temporary layoffs than by total unemployment figures.
It is difficult to detect any meaning in the changes in the number
of persons waiting to start work on jobs they have been promised,
except for the seasonal rise and fall with the school year calendar. One
would expect this group to rise as layoffs decline, and vice versa, but
this does not appear to be the case except for brief periods.
The addition to the unemployed of temporary layoffs alone, or of
temporary layoffs and persons waiting to start their new jobs; raises
the total slightly but obviously cannot affect very much the direction
of movement because of the relatively small numbers involved. To the
extent that the number of persons on temporary layoff has any distinc-
tive meaning as a measure of a special type of labor market situation
or as a prediction of unemployment to come, the meaning is lost in a
combined figure.
Turning to partial employment as defined here, we find there is some
indication that cutting back hours of full-time workers may precede
cuts in staff or mass layoffs. Also, total unemployment and hours
cutbacks seem to reach their maxima at slightly different dates; for
regular full-time workers in nonagricultural industries, however, the
agreement appears tobe quite close in 1954, although not in 1949-1950
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(Table A-i 1). The absence of monthly figures over a period of years
is a serious handicap in the analysis and permits only a tentative
conclusion that this type of partial employment is not the same phe-
nomenon as total unemployment.
The size of the group of regular part-time workers who have less
work than they want is affected by seasonal factors as well as other
changes in business conditions. The high points among these observa-
tions were reached in the August surveys, 1949, 1950, and 1954.
The effect of adding partially employed workers to those completely
unemployed for the dates on which the information is available is
shown in Table 3. With few exceptions the changes are magnified by
adding partially employed persons. Decreases as well as increases are
larger in the combined total, except in the few months when partial
employment increased seasonally but unemployment declined or re-
mained stable (notably September 1948, August 1950, and August
1954).
Whether there are any gains for the analyst or the policy maker
in the alternative measure perhaps should not be decided on the basis
of nineteen observations taken over a period of seven years. There
seem to be reasons for continuing to regard total unemployment and
partial employment as different types of requiring
different remedies. Until more is known about how these phenomena
are related, it may be a more satisfactory technical procedure to con-
tinue to make the data available separately.
Time Lost by Unemployment and Partial Employment. Estimates of
man-hours of work provided by the economy and man-hours of time
lost through unemployment and "underemployment" are available for
the years 1947-1949, prepared by Thomas K. for the most part
on the basis of Census data. Briefly, the computation consists of assum-
ing that the unemployed and persons on temporary layoff or waiting
to start new jobs had lost approximately forty hours of work on the
average, and that the number of man-hours lost by the partially
employed (i.e., those full-time workers working less than thirty-five
hours because of economic reasons and other part-time workers who
prefer full-time work) was equal to the difference between what they
actually worked and approximately forty hours.
The number of man-hours of work provided by the economy was
estimated by adding man-hours actually worked to the imputed hours
that presumably were available to persons on vacation, ill, out for
reasons of bad weather or personal factors for all or part of the survey
week. Many of the factors entering into these computations were fairly
Thomas K. Hitch, "Meaning and Measurement of 'Full' or 'Maximum' Employ-
ment," Review of Economics and Statistics, February 1951.
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TABLE 3
Changes in Total Unemployment and Partial Employment











NumberPer CentNumberPer Cent NumberPer Cent
1948: '
March
September —541 —22.2 +147 +12.1 —394 —10.8
1949:










February +1,275 +37.4 —269 —11.4 +1,006 +17.5










February +167 +1.5 +164 +9.1 +331 +8.2




















March +1,412 +61.0 +516 +23.0 +1,928 +42.3









a Estimatedby applying the distribution of part-time workers by type in each hours-worked
category in November 1952 to hours-worked categories for May 1953.
b Revised to correct for differences between 68-area and 230-area samples.
firmly based on direct surveys by the Census Bureau of part-time
workers; others had to be assumed. The percentage of labor force time
lost because of unemployment and related types of idleness was only
slightly higher than the traditional unemployment rate and showed
almost the same pattern of movement; no real significance could be
attributed to any differences. Moreover, the computation of labor force
time provided on an actual or imputed basis involves so many assump-
lions about the hours that could have been worked by various types
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of workers that the resultant numbers are, to say the least, synthetic.
Finally, the assumption of a fixed number of man-hours lost (forty) by
the unemployed and the "with a job" group means that the relative
severity of joblessness will seem to decrease as the number of man-
hours actually worked by the employed sector of the labor force rises.
Thus, to some extent hours lost by the unemployed are offset by over-
time hours, just as with the traditional unemployment rate, unadjusted
for seasonal variation, the severity of unemployment may appear to
diminish simply because agricultural employment is temporarily rising.
The key to most of the computations made by Hitch was the informa-
tion derived from the Census Bureau's special surveys of part-time
workers, which were conducted quarterly from May 1949 through
May 1951. As indicated earlier they were conducted only occasionally
between 1951 and 1954. No satisfactory method has been found to
interpolate for the long gaps between surveys. For purposes of com-
parison with other measures, examination of lost must be
limited to dates when statistics for part-time workers are available.
A slightly different method of computing man-hours lost has been
used here, in order to reflect the changing distribution of hours worked
during the period. It involves the following steps:
1. Assume that there is no involuntary part-time work or partial em-
ployment for economic reasons and add into the man-hours actually
worked the estimated man-hours lost by these two groups of part-time
workers.
2. Recompute average hours worked, dividing the adjusted man-
hours worked by the total number of persons at work.
3. Assume that the unemployed and those persons on temporary
layoff or waiting to start new jobs would have averaged this adjusted
number of hours had they actually worked; multiply the number of
persons in these three groups by the average computed in step two.
(The estimate obtained is 2 to 4 per cent higher than any derived by
taking account of the industrial composition of the unemployed and
"with a job" groups and computing man-hours lost, industry by in-
dustry. Unfortunately, detailed data are available for this more refined
calculation only in the months since September 1953.)
4. Add to(3) the estimated man-hours lost by the part-time
workers. This sum equals the estimated man-hours lost because of
unemployment, partial employment, temporary layoffs, and time spent
waiting for new jobs to start.
Changes in this aggregate are compared with changes in total un-
employment and in total unemployment plus partial employment, etc.
in Table A-12. In Table 4, the same data are shown in relation to
November 1952, the lowest observed point for the combined measure.
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The index of man-hours lost obviously is very close in most months to
that for the number of persons affected by unemployment and lack of
work arising from the other specified causes. This follows from the
method of estimation, in which the only factor which could cause dif-
ference is the amount of time lost by the partially employed.
Total unemployment alone is more sensitive than these aggregate
measures, or at least has relatively sharper changes from low to high.
In the 1950 peak, the index of total unemployment was 330.3 compared
with 229.3 for aggregate number of persons affected by the various
factors combined and 258.1 for aggregate man-hours lost. In March
1954, the differences were not so large but still noteworthy (262.7 as
TABLE 4
Indexes of Number of Persons Affected and Man-Hours Lost by
Unemployment, Partial Employment, Temporary Layoffs, and




















May 231.9 199.8 209.4
August 260.2 218.3 236.4
November 240.4 198.2 209.7
1950:
February 330.3 229.3 258.1
May 215.6 181.2 192.4
August 176.3 166.8 171.0
November 158.0 139.0 145.6
1951:
February 169.7 150.7 153.0
May 113.5 119.7 118.3
1952:
May 113.0 118.2 .116.0
November 100.0 100.0 100.0
1958:
Maya 92.1 98.1 97.6
December" 163.1 163.1 161.4
1954:
March 262.7 225.9 230.1
May 233.1 208.4 211.2
August 228.8 218.5 218.3
November 204.0 189.9 189.4
aPartialemployment estimated on the basis of November 1952 data.
b Revised to correct for differences between 68-area and 230-area. samples.
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compared with 225.9 and 230.1). Except for the greater amplitude of
change noted, they all tell much the same story. However, a global
concept of unemployment that included in a single total all these forms
of lack of work, some of which do not always reflect changing business
conditions, might actually be less useful as a barometer than is the
present concept.
5. Tentative Recommendation
To stimulate discussion, I should like to propose, as a possible com-
promise, a new arrangement of the current monthly labor force data.
Needless to say, this represents my own personal preference, and not
the official position of the Census Bureau. Several changes would be
required:
1. Attempts should be abandoned to include among the unemployed
each month those inactive work seekers who would have been seeking
work except for temporary illness or belief no work was available. The
state of unemployment is a matter largely of attitude in these cases.
Since no way has been found as yet to provide accurate measurements
of changing attitudes with present procedures, I suggest that the con-
cept be changed, at least until techniques are developed. Instead,
special surveys on a quarterly or semiannual basis might be used to
provide an approximate measure of this elusive segment of the labor
supply.
2. Data on reasOns for part-time work should be collected every
month, as is done in Canada.
3. A new, major category would be introduced, comprising those
persons who worked less than full-time during the survey week because
of business conditions (the groups now labeled "economic" and "in-
voluntary" part-time workers). Throughout the preceding discussion
they have been called the "partially employed" to be consistent with
current terminology. However, for a three-way breakdown of the labor
force, a more convenient term and one that would more clearly dis-
tinguish them from the employed would be "partially unemployed."
4. The unemployed category (or better, the totally unemployed)
would consist of two subgroups:
a.Persons actively seeking work (including specifically those regis-
tered at public employment offices).
b. Persons who had been laid off either temporarily or indefinitely
from their jobs and were waiting to be called back rather than looking
for new jobs. It might be necessary to impose a time limit on the length
of layoff in order to eliminate persons who, in fact, had withdrawn
from the labor force for a long period. Persons waiting to start new
jobs, however, would remain in the employed, because trends in their
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number seem to bear no relation to the changes in the unemployed and
they appear to be typically labor force entrants.
The following employment status distribution of the civilian popula-








Waiting recall to job
Not in labor force
I believe that these modifications might meet several needs without
serious loss of content or disruption of the continuity of the data on
total unemployment. Obviously, it would be necessary to test in ad-
vance the effect on the level and movement of the unemployment count
of discontinuing the inclusion of the two inactive groups and adding
in those on temporary layoff who are now classified as employed. It is
possible that the two changes might offset each other, if accompanied
by a clarification and sharpening of the question on looking for work.
In any case, it appears to me that the resulting figures on total unem-
ployment would describe a relatively homogeneous group, and that
the two components could be measured satisfactorily. Possible losses
in the scope of the concept might be compensated for by a greater
objectivity and precision in the monthly figures.
6. Summary and Conclusions
1. The present Census concept of unemployment provides a measure
of the number of job applicants who have no other work during a
calendar week.
2.Because job applicants seek work with varying degrees of activity
and persistence, it is difficult to obtain a complete count with present
survey procedures.
3. No source of the "true" level of unemployment as currently
defined has been found. Complete counts of the population are defec-
tive because of enumeration problems, and efforts to measure errors
from the survey itself have been only partially successful. Such efforts
do suggest that the number of unemployed who may be incorrectly
classffied as outside the labor force does not vary directly with eco-
nomic conditions.
4.Alternative concepts that are frequently suggested are of two
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main groups (a) breakdowns of the unemployed to find a measure that
reflects only changes in economic conditions and reflects them as
accurately as possible and (b) expansions of the present concept to
include all persons who are affected by shortage of work, whether or
not they have jobs.
5.Althoughit may always fall short in terms of level, the present
unemployment series is the most sensitive of the various alternatives
except a series based on the number of unemployed adult males. Other
possible variations raise the level but do not substantially alter the
pattern of change, except in a few instances.
6. The figures on partial employment (or partial unemployment)
are the most valuable of the supplementary indexes, since they do more
than mirror the total unemployment figures and may have predictive
value. It would be very desirable to collect them every month.
7. Except for political uses, it is generally advantageous to maximize
the significant breakdowns of the labor force and minimize the use
of global terms and concepts. Unfortunately, the reliability of the
breakdowns is not always adequate from the standpoint of sampling
error.
8. A relatively simple solution to some of the conceptual and
measurement problems might be achieved if a third category of par-
tially unemployed were distinguished in the labpr force and if the
totally unemployed group were separated into job seekers and persons
awaiting recall to their old jobs. Attempts to measure other possible
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TABLE A-2
Comparison of Statistics on Employment Status from the WPA Monthly Report of
Unemployment and the 1940 Census of Population, March 24-30, 1940

















Civilian noninstitutional population 99.4 99.4 0









































Unable to work 5.1 5.2 —0.1 —2.0
Other 1.0 2.0 —0.4 —25.0
Not ascertainable 0.1 1.8 —1.7
a Datafrom a 5 per cent sample of returns of 1940 Census of Population.
Source: "Changes in Employment, Unemployment, and the Labor Force between June and
July 1941, with Estimates for the Period April 1940 to July 1941," Monthly Report of Un-
employment, mimeographed, Federal Works Agency, Work Projects Administration, undated.
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Comparison of Statistics on Employment Status from Current Population Survey
for April 1950 and the 1950 Census of Population, by Sex
(thousands of persons, 14 years old and over)
. Per Cent
DifferenceDifference
CPSa Censusb (1)— (2)(3) ± (1)
Employment Status andSex (1) (2) (3) (4)
Both Sexes:
Civilian noninstitutional population 109,928 109,928 0
In labor force 62,675 59,072 8,603 5.7
Employed 59,131 56,239 2,892 4.9
In agriculture 7,259 6,885 374 5.2
At work 7,007 6,718 289 4.1
With a job but not at work 252 167 85 83.7
In nonagricultural industries 51,873 49,354 2,519 4.9
At work 50,264 47,701 2,568 5.1
With a job but not at work 1,609 1,653 —44 —2.7
Unemployed 3,543 2,832 711. 20.1
Not in labor force 47,254 50,856 —3,602 —7.6
Keeping house 33,182 82,180 1,002 3.0
Unable to work 2,359 4,568 —2,207 —93.6
In school, other, and not reported 11,718 14,110 —2,397 —20.5
Male:
Civilian noninstitutional population 53,478 53,478 0
In labor force 44,543 42,599 1,944 4.4
Employed 41,890 40,519 1,371 3.3
In agriculture 6,382 6,297 35 0.6
At work 6,125 6,171 —46 —0.8
With a job but not at work 207 126 81 39.1
In nonagricultural industries 35,558 84,222 1,336 3.8
At work 34,532 33,160 1,372 4.0
With a job but not at work 1,026 1,082 —38 —3.5
Unemployed 2,658 2,079 574 21.6
Not in labor force 8,988 10,879 —1,948 —21.7
Keeping house 98 286 —190
Unable to work 1,573 2,754 —1,181 —75.1
In school, other, and not reported 7,267 7,839 —572 —7.9
Female:
Civilian noninstitutional population 56,450 56,450 0
In labor force 18,132 16,473 1,659 9.1
Employed 17,241 15,720 1,521 8.8
In agriculture 927 588 339 36.8
At work• 882 547 335 38.0
With a job but not at work 45 41 4 8.9
In nonagricultural industries 16,315 15,132 1,183 7.3
At work 15,733 14,541 1,192 7.6
With a job but not at work 582 591 —9 —1.5
Unemployed 890 753 137 15.4
Not in labor force 38,318 89,977 —1,659 —4.8
Keeping house 33,086 31,894 1,192 3.6
Unable to work 786 1,812 —1,026
In school, other, and not reported 4,446 6,270 —1,824 —41.0
aAdjusted,by sex, to the 1950 census levels of the civilian noninstitutional population, 14
years old and over.
b Complete count data except for "at work" and "with a job" breaks; these are estimated
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TABLE A-4
Comparison of Estimates of Employment Status Based on Reports for Identical Persons
Enumerated in the Same Week by Current Population Survey and 1950
Census Enumerators, by Sex, April 1950
(thousands of persons, 14 years old and over)
Based on Based on Per Cent
CPS Census DifferenceDifference
EnumerationEnumeration(1) —(2)(3) ÷(1)
Employment Status and Sex (1) (2) (3) (4)
Both Sexes: . .
Civilian noninstitutional population 109,928 109,928 0
In labor force 63,081 59,983 3,098 4.9
Employed 59,204 57,038 2,168 3.7











Not in labor force 46,847 49,945 —3,098 —6.6
Male: .
Civilian noninstitutional population 53,478 53,478 0
In labor force 45,145 43,584 1,561 3.5











Unemployed 2,862 2,192 870 23.4
Not in labor force 8,383 9,894 —1,561 —18.7
Female:
Civilian noninstitutional population 56,450 56,450 0
In labor force 17,986 16,399 1,537 8.6
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TABLE A-5
Gross Differences in Employment Status for Unemployed Persons
Enumerated in the Same Week by Current Population Survey
and 1950 Census Enumerators, by Sex, April 1950








Employment Status in Census
[105]
Difference
Both sexes 1,976 1,046 930
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TABLE A-6
Reason for Not Looking for Work at Survey Date, Specified Groups Not
Labor Force, by Sex, August 1946, and May and June 1947
(thousands of persons, 14 years old and over)
in the
Reason and Sex August1946aMay1947bJune1947°
Both sexes 7,681 1,854 2,892
Reasons suggesting attachment to labor force 1,500 220 563
Believe no work available 363 99 352
Temporarily ill 619 43 84
On layoff; off season











Busy with home responsibilities 2,156 361 550
School 1,277 260 792








Male 2,197 591 1,113
Reasons suggesting attachment to labor force







Temporarily ill 147 15 47
On layoff; off season







Other reasons 1,839 497 901
Busy with home responsibilities 23 7 84
School 926 . 168 507
Do not want work, or resting 487 127 119
All other 403 195 241
Female 5,484 1,263 1,779
Reasons suggesting attachment to labor force







Temporarily ill 472 28 37
On layoff; off season







Other reasons 4,342 1,137 1,428








Do not want work, or resting 1,153 258 110
All other 705 433 517
a Personsnot in the labor force who had worked or looked for work during the past year,
and World War II veterans.
bPersonsnot in the labor force who had worked or looked for work during the past two
months.
CPersonsnot in the labor force who wanted a job.
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TABLE A-7
Persons Not in the Labor Force Who Had Recently Looked for Work,
by Sex and Availability for Work, Selected Dates, 1948-1950
(thousands of persons, 14 years old and over)












Still wanted work at time of
Could take a job
Wanted full-time work
Wanted part-time work
Could not take a job










































Still wanted work at time of
Could take a job
Wanted full-time work
Wanted part-time work
Could not take a job










































Still wanted work at time of
Could take a job
Wanted full-time work
Wanted part-time work
Could not take a job









































a Information was not obtained in February 1948 as to whether those reported as still want-
ing work could also have taken a job at that time. This number is estimated from detailed
distributions by age and sex shown in the June 1948 and May 1949 surveys.
n.a. = not available.
Note: was specified as since Christmas 1947, for the February 1948 survey,
and since the first of the preceding month, for the other four surveys.
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TABLE A-8



















January 2,065 1,198 898 1,896
February 2,639 1,522 1,072 2,369
March 2,440 1,322 945 2,149
April 2,193 1,295 928 1,972 712
May 1,761 1,007 707 1,598
June 2,184 957 605 1,640
July 2,227 1,058 712 1,808
August 1,941 1,110 749 1,743
September 1,899 1,165 764 1,635
October 1,642 981 636 1,448
November 1,831 1,116 786 1,650
December 1,941 1,184 888 1,778
1949:
January 2,684 1,634 1,238 2,433
February 3,221 1,975 1,514 2,928
March 3,167 1,935 1,521 2,935
April 3,016 1,873 1,369 2,816 1,115
May 3,289 1,957 1,409 2,905
June 3,778 1,980 1,370 3,130
July 4,095 2,248 1,578 3,504
August 3,689 2,126 1,462 3,284
September 3,351 1,997 1,412 2,979
October 3,578 2,253 1,665 8,287
November 3,409 2,138 1,494 3,107
December 3,489 2,213 1,612 3,194
1950:
January 4,480 2,823 2,061 4,152
February 4,684 2,947 2,162 4,287
March 4,123 2,713 1,980 3,776 1,503
April 3,515 2,343 1,759 3,194
May 3,057 1,937 1,872 2,782
June 3,384 1,787 1,188 2,806
July 3,213 1,810 1,246 2,690
August 2,500 1,494 981 2,185
September 2,341 1,348 860 2,019
October 1,940 1,229 759 1,788
November 2,240 1,466 839 2,014
December 2,229 1,434 956 1,951












Year Unemployed Years Old Years OldSalary WorkersUnemployed
1951:
January 2,503 1,674 1,093 2,249
February 2,407 1,589 1,020 2,179
March 2,147 1,381 816 1,899
April 1,744 1,138 651 1,562 480
May 1,609 1,056 595 1,481
June 1,980 1,022 585 1,578
July 1,856 1,040 622 1,538
August 1,578 994 618 1,346
September 1,606 1,024 538 1,420
October 1,616 1,050 580 1,452
November 1,828 1,170 612 1,638
December 1,874 1,128 654 1,514
1952:
January 2,054 1,334 906 1,870
February 2,086 1,340 874 1,930
March 1,804 1,144 810 1,610
April 1,612 1,002 646 1,478 464
May 1,602 962 592 1,414
June 1,818 890 576 1,454
July 1,942 1,064 706 1,582
August 1,604 942 602 1,378
September 1,438 848 482 1,250
October 1284 768 408 1,130
November 1,418 914 530 1,260
December 1,412 856 582 1,246
1953:
January 1,892 1,288 946 1,694
February 1,788 1,182 830 1,592
March 1,674 1,088 712 1,500
April 1,582 1,036 744 1,438 564
May 1,306 866 623 1,172
June 1,562 806 566 1,248
July 1,548 910 834 1,332
August 1,240 732 510 1,104
Septembera 1,321 845 535 1,207
Octoberi 1,301 807 521 1,164
Novembera 1,699 1,106 705 1,540
Decembera 2,313 1,444 989 2,030
1954:
January 3,087 2,037 1,381 2,770
February 3,671 2,454 1,717 3,308
March 3,725 2,526 1,716 3,442
April 3,465 2,357 1,635 3,208 1,328
May 3,305 2,226 1,490 2,961
June 3,347 2,056 1,373 2,903
July 3,346 2,063 1,388 2,843
August 3,245 2,123 1,403 2,905
September 3,099 2,067 1,364 2,791
October 2,741 1,880 1,253 2,498
November 2,893 1,931 1,229 2,603
December 2,838 1,915 1,325 2,567



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































.STATISTICS OF CENSUS BUREAU
TABLE A-li
Unemployed Persons and Partially Employed Persons in Non-
Agricultural Industries, Selected Months, 1949-1954














































































a Regularfull-time workers working part time because of economic factors
(slack work, job turnover, material shortages, and repairs to plant or equipment).
b Regular workers who prefer and could accept full-time work.
CRevisedto correct for differences between 68-area and 230-area samples.
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TABLE A-12
Comparison of Number of Persons Affected and Man-Hours Lost by Unemployment,
Partial Employment, Temporary Layoffs, and "New Jobs," Selected Months, 1949-1954
(thousands of persons, 14 years old and over)
UNEMPLOYMENT, PARTIAL MAN-HOURS LOST BY
EMPLOYMENT, UNEMPLOYMENT, PAIITL&L
TOTAL TEMPORARY EMPLOYMENT, TEMPORARY


















































May• 1,602 2.6 3,562 5.7 108,392 4.1











March 3,725 5.8 6,809 10.7 214,936 8.3
May 3,305 5.1 6,282 9.8 197,290 7.4
August 3,245 5.0 6,586 10.0 203,898 7.9
November 2,893 4.5 5,725 8.9 176,901 6.7
Part-time workers estimated from November 1952 data.
b Revised to correct .for difference between 68-area and 230-area samples.
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COMMENTS
NATHAN Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Canada
Canadian and United States labor force surveys have had some-
what parallel histories. The United States survey started in 1940, the
Canadian in 1945. A game of leap frog has been played between the
two surveys so far as technique is concerned, now one being ahead
on some aspeót, now the other, though at every stage.Canadian progress
has depended on our contacts with the Bureau of the Census. A year
before our survey began Herbert Marshall and I visited the Bureau
of the Census and Morris Hansen and his co-workers told us not
only what they had done in creating the Current Population Survey
but also what they would do if they were starting all over again. Some
ten years before they were able to change their own survey, they
suspected that the optimum number of areas within which the 25,000
households of the survey should be selected was more than the sixty-
eight then in use. We accordingly started with 100 and have been
slowly increasing the number since. We agreed also, ten years ago, that
the completeness and accuracy of enumeration might be controlled
without having a permanent office in each primary sampling unit, and
Canada started with only six regional offices. The United States has
adapted its organization to fewer offices this year, but because they did
it more recently they have taken more care for the problem of control.
However we are not quite sure either in Canada or the United States
just what the most effective and economical method of enumeration
control is; experiments are going on in both countries but more actively
in the United States.
On the side of mechanics, the Canadian survey changed to mark-
sense in the field early in 1951 and was followed in this by the
United States survey. There is no question that speed, accuracy, and
economy are gained through the use of a document that can be marked
in the field. But no one contends that the method now being used in
Canada and the United States is the last word, and the United States
is actively searching for cheaper and more convenient methods.
A major difference in the mechanics of the two operations is the use
of UNIVAC in the United States survey, IBM equipment in the
Canadian. UNIVAC not only calculates survey results according to the•
original method of inflating the sample but also inflates by another
method, comparing identical households of the given and the preced-
ing month. Furthermore UNIVAC has enough electronic hardware to
make variance calculations more frequently and on more realistic
models than we can afford in Canada.
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But perhaps of more interest to this group than enumeration and
mechanical resemblances and differences between the United States
and Canadian surveys are the concepts enumerated and estimated.
First a semantic difference: the use of the term "unemployed" is
prominent in your publications but not to be seen in the Canadian
ones—or at least not in connection with any specific figure. In an
attempt to get our public to see that there were different sorts of un-
employed people we have issued figures of a number of categories, of
which one is the "without a job and seeking work" during, the reference
week. There are signs that we are making progress towards convincing
the public that different and equally legitimate points of view will
require different combinations of categories for measurement. At the
same time misunderstanding of the problem of measurement in public
discussion remains a problem in Canada as in the United States.
Perhaps the matter of definition can be discussed in terms of a con-
tinuum, not the continuum of degrees of unemployment that has been
referred to by other speakers but a continuum of precision in the
specification of unemployment. At one extreme, as the sharpest pos-
sible definition, we might confine the series to family heads between
twenty-five and sixty-four years of age who are wage and salary earners
and so avoid all the difficulties of defining unemployment for persons
who have been retired involuntarily, for housewives, for secondary
workers of all sorts. On the other hand the total that one really wishes
for purposes of analysis (whether the welfare of individuals or the
productive labor supply of the community is concerned) is a broader
group, in fact the whole adult population.
There is another dimension of sharpness, if we define sharpness to
mean reproducibility of results. We could retain all age and sex groups
but drop out of the unemployed those who would be looking for work
except that. they are sick or because they think that no work is available
and confine the count of unemployed to active work seekers. Something
of this kind is Miss Bancroft's suggestion, and this way of sharpening
the result, even though it does make some sacrifice of categories which
theory would urge us to include, is in line with the aim of statisticians
in this field to avoid surveying intentions.
Ease of counting cannot be a decisive argument for choosing among
concepts of unemployment. It is in some respects simplest to confine
the countpersons without a job and seeking work all week, the
"totally unemployed." If, however, the response of employers to a
falling off in demand is to put their employees on short time, the
number of totally unemployed will have diminishing significance. Miss
Bancroft's aim is to secure the maximum inclusiveness consistent with
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a fairly high degree of reproducibility, and her proposals deserve our
most careful consideration.
ROBERT W. BURGESS,Bureauof the Census
According to my point of view, the aim of the government statistician
in analyzing employment and unemployment is to help everyone to
understand these phenomena for all significant applications. I recognize
the importance of such analysis in formulating and effectuating anti-
cyclical measures but do not believe we should limit examination of
certain aspects of unemployment, partial employment, or per capita
productivity and income because they may not bear on such anti-
cyclical thinking.
A major gain from such analysis would be improvement of basic con-
cepts and working definitions. I am allergic to suggestions that we fall
back on the broad and somewhat vague ideas appropriate to the pre-
1940 data. I think we should give careful and sympathetic consideration
to concepts like the secondary labor force, total potential labor supply,
partial unemployment, and several others that have been mentioned.
Gertrude Bancroft has been with the Bureau of the Census since
October 1943. During her service she has been chief of the unit and
later the section which has had the major responsibility for directing
the Current Population Survey. More recently she has been individually
most concerned with reviewing the checks and recommendations con-
nected with the recent critical study by the Secretary's Special Advisory
Committee on Employment Statistics.
It may be noted that Miss Bancroft includes in her paper the usual
and orthodox disclaimers that she is not presenting the official view of
the Department of Commerce or the Census Bureau. While these
statements are, of course, technically correct and are appropriate to
insure that the paper and the remarks made to this audience reflect
the speaker's own judgment, it should also be noted that Miss Ban-
croft's comments and recommendations are always given most serious
consideration in the formulation of official Census Bureau policy.
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